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Abstract 
 

In this paper, we draw attention to ontology as a 

mechanism for application integration and knowledge 

sharing in collaborative design. The paper provides a 

comprehensive literature review on this topic. It starts 

with its concepts, classification, and difference from other 

related technologies. Then the usage of ontology is 

discussed. Following the ontology life cycle, this paper 

compares several ontology authoring languages, 

ontology building methodologies and tools. It reviews 

some recent work on applying ontology to collaborative 

design. It concludes with a discussion on future R&D 

directions. 

 

Keywords: Ontology, Collaborative Design, Application 

Integration, Knowledge Sharing. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

In collaborative design environment, often there are 

needs for several application systems to work together to 

solve a problem, i.e. CAD and analysis packages. These 

application systems need to have shared understanding on 

common concepts. Moreover, intelligent application 

systems need to build knowledge bases for automatic 

reasoning. When a new task is specified, the specialized 

knowledge should be created and interoperated with 

existing systems to perform its reasoning. Again, the 

intelligent application systems need to have shared 

understanding on declarative knowledge, problem-solving 

techniques, and reasoning services.  

In this paper, we draw attention to ontology as a 

mechanism for application integration and knowledge 

sharing in collaborative design. We begin with ontology 

concept, classification, and difference from other related 

methodologies, i.e. conceptual modeling and knowledge 

base, in the following section. In section 3, we discuss the 

usage of ontologies, with emphasis on data 

interoperability and knowledge reuse. Following the 

ontology life cycle, this paper compares several ontology 

authoring languages, and ontology building 

methodologies and tools. It reviews some recent work on 

applying ontology to collaborative design. It concluded 

with a discussion on what can be done further to enhance 

the ability for the application integration and knowledge 

sharing.   

 

2. Ontology Overview 
 

The term ontology has been in use for many years. 

While it has been rather confined to the philosophical 

sphere in the past, ontology is now gaining interest and 

acceptance in computer science. Guarino [16] provides a 

collection of research fields in computer science that 

recognize its importance, including knowledge 

engineering, knowledge representation, qualitative 

modeling, language engineering, database design, 

information modeling, information integration, 

information retrieval and extraction, knowledge 

management and organization, agent-based systems 

design.   

In computer science literature, there are many 

definitions of ontology. One widely cited definition is 

given by Gruber [21]: an ontology is an explicit 

specification of a conceptualization. Ontology may take a 

variety of forms, but necessarily it will include a 

vocabulary of terms and some specification of their 

meaning. This includes definitions and an indication of 

how concepts are inter-related which collectively impose 

a structure on the domain and constrain the possible 

interpretations of terms [45]. 

 

2.1 Classification of Ontologies 
 

Ontology can be classified in terms of types and 

formality. Basically, there are four types of ontologies: 

domain ontologies, task ontologies, common sense 

ontologies, and meta-ontologies. Ontologies can also be 

highly informal, semi-informal, semi-formal, and 

rigorously formal. 

 

2.1.1 Types of Ontologies 

Domain ontologies provide a vocabulary for describing 
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a given domain. They typically include terms related to: 

(1) objects in the domain and its components; (2) A set of 

verbs and paraphrases that name activities and processes 

that take place in the domain; (3) Primitive concepts 

appear in the theories, relations, and formulas that govern 

the domain. Typically, more specialized domain specific 

schema must be created to make the data useful for real 

world decisions [19].  

Task ontologies describe the strategies taken by 

problem solvers (fuzzy logic, neural network, constraint 

solver, etc.) to attach domain problems [34] [41]. They 

provide a vocabulary for describing terms involved in 

problem-solving processes, which could be attached to 

similar tasks that may or may not be in the same domain. 

They include nouns, verbs, paraphrases, and adjectives 

related to the task [19]. 

Ontology which is not tied to a particular problem 

domain but attempts to describe general entities, such as 

time, space, events, etc. is known as a common sense 

ontology or foundation ontology or upper ontology. Some 

of these ontologies include CYC [28], Dublin Core [48], 

SUMO, and WordNet.  

Meta-ontologies provide the basic core of concepts 

used to codify either domain ontology, task ontology, or 

common-sense ontology in a formal knowledge 

representation language. Depending on a particular 

formal language, the meta-ontologies capture the 

representation primitives used in the knowledge 

representation language. 

 

2.1.2 Formality Dimensions 

The degree of formality by which a vocabulary is 

created and meaning is specified varies considerably. 

Four dividing points are [44] [33]: 

- Highly informal: expressed loosely in natural 

language, i.e., catalogues, glossary, thesauri. 

- Semi-informal: expressed in a restricted and 

structured form of natural language, greatly 

increasing clarity by reducing ambiguity, i.e. 

Yahoo’s categories, providing a basic notion of 

generalization and specialization, but not a strict 

subclass or “isa” hierarchy.  

- Semi-formal: expressed in an artificial formally 

defined language, i.e. strict subclass hierarchies, 

formal instance relationships. 

- Rigorously formal: meticulously defined terms with 

formal semantics, theorems, and proofs of such 

properties as soundness and completeness, i.e. classes 

including property information, value restrictions, 

more expressively, arbitrary logical statements, first 

order logic constraints between terms and more 

detailed relationships such as disjoint classes, disjoint 

coverings, inverse relationships, part-whole 

relationships, etc.  

Based on different usages of ontology, ontology can be 

defined in a variety of degrees of formality.  

 

2.2 Scope of Ontology 

2.2.1 Ontology vs. Object Models or Conceptual 

Analysis 

 

What are the dividing line between ontology and a 

number of other approaches (e.g. object models, 

conceptual analysis) of representing concepts and 

conceptualization? Ontology presents physical existence, 

while object model presents application point of view. 

According to [16], ontologies present their own 

methodological and architectural peculiarities. On the 

methodological side, the main peculiarity is the adoption 

of a highly interdisciplinary approach, where philosophy 

and linguistics play a fundamental role in analyzing the 

structure of a given reality at a high level of generality 

and in formulating a clear and rigorous vocabulary. On 

the architectural side, the centrality of the role that 

ontology can play in an information system leads to the 

perspective of ontology-driven information systems.  

 

2.2.2 Ontology vs. a Knowledge Base 

 

Is there a difference between ontology and a 

knowledge base? What is the difference? The differences 

are now summarized as follows [19]: 

Contents and scope: According to [36], ontology 

consists of classes, properties, and restrictions. Ontology 

together with a set of individual instances of classes 

constitutes a knowledge base. However, in reality, there is 

a fine line where the ontology ends and the knowledge 

base begins. Deciding whether a particular concept is a 

class or an individual instance depends on what the 

potential applications of the ontology are. The lowest 

level of granularity in the representation is considered as 

an individual instance. 

Features of the language used to codify the knowledge: 

Ontologies should be written in an expressive, 

declarative, portable, domain-independent, and 

semantically well-defined, machine-readable language, 

which should be independent of any particular choice of 

target machine-readable language of the application, such 

as LOOM [30] [31], CycL [28], and Ontolinga [12][21]. 

Goal of the knowledge codification: Ontologies are 

designed for knowledge sharing and reuse purposes and 

knowledge bases are not. As a result, their definitions 

should be conceptualized with enough abstraction and 

generality. These features guarantee that ontology 

definitions are independent of their final uses. 

 

3. Use of Ontology 
 

At a high level, the use of ontology seems aiming at 
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reuse. Some common usages of ontology found in 

literature have mainly served for three purposes: 

communication and shared understanding between 

people, interoperability among computer systems and 

agents, and knowledge sharing and reuse [44] [46]. These 

three usages are built in three levels: vocabulary, data, 

and knowledge. 

 

3.1 Vocabulary for Communication and Shared 

Common Understanding between People  
 

This area involves informal use of ontology. The 

intent is to build shared and controlled vocabulary – i.e., a 

finite list of terms, so that people use the same set of 

terms to communicate. Catalogs, glossary, and thesauri 

are all contributed to this intend. In addition, taxonomy 

may be used as ontology for Website organization, 

browsing and navigation support. It may also be used as 

“umbrella” structure from which to extend content. 

 

3.2 Data for Interoperability 
 

Building on the goal of reuse, the data for 

interoperability is the next level to the shared 

understanding among computer systems and agents. Let’s 

consider two ways the interoperability can support the 

communication between systems or software agents. 

First, it provides the support in different domains for 

multiple systems or software agents. Considering a 

scenario in product life cycle support, there are multiple 

domains for ordering, product design, production 

planning, manufacturing, assembly, inventory control, 

delivery, and maintenance. Ontologies provide 

standardizing terminology in the intersection of any two 

domains. 

Second, it provides the support for multiple systems in 

the same domain, either by standardizing terminology 

among different systems, or by providing the semantic 

foundations for translators among different systems. 

 

3.3 Knowledge Reuse 
 

Knowledge reuse was one of the driving forces behind 

recent surge in ontology research. It concerns the details 

of knowledge in a knowledge base and requires a deeper 

level of understanding and commitment. An ontology for 

knowledge reuse most likely contains constraints and 

restrictions in addition to concepts and properties. Task 

ontologies and description logic based ontologies are 

mostly discussed in the literature for the knowledge reuse 

purpose.  

Problem solving methods (PSMs) are designed to 

support knowledge sharing and reuse. While ontologies 

capture a shared terminology, problem solving methods 

define generic algorithms, which can be applied to 

different tasks and domains. Problem solving methods 

and ontologies provide the two essential technologies 

which enable the development of knowledge-based 

applications by reuse. 

The task ontology depends upon the problem solving 

process. It is a system of vocabulary for describing the 

information structure of the problem solving process 

domain independently. The ontology is explicit of 

problem solving context. It contributes to extracting 

necessary domain knowledge for performing the problem 

solving. Constraint satisfactory is an example of a 

problem solving process. An ontology for constraint 

satisfactory would contain vocabulary of information 

structure and computational mechanisms. The knowledge 

for problem solving forms a knowledge base. 

Problem solving independent of a problem domain 

through knowledge reuse requires reasoning capability. 

Description logic provides knowledge representation 

formalisms for reasoning. Description logic ontologies 

differ in their approach to construction. Rather than 

manually create a hierarchy and then assign properties to 

concepts, the process is turned on its head. Each concept 

is assigned a logic definition which is then used to derive 

a classification. There is more than one way to classify a 

set of concepts. This approach allows different 

classifications to be produced for different purposes 

based on the same underlying terminological knowledge 

[32]. 

 

4. Authoring Languages for Ontology 

4.1 Ontology Languages 
 

Authoring languages are essential in ontology 

development. Significant efforts have been contributed to 

the development of various ontology languages. Before 

looking at different languages, it is necessary to 

understand the requirements for the languages.   

A list of requirements has been created by the Web-

Ontology (WebOnt) Working Group of W3C when 

developing the latest Web ontology language, OWL. 

These requirements give a good overview of what kind of 

functionalities are possible and expected to be useful in 

semantic web applications. The requirements address 

issues such as ontology sharing, ontology interoperability, 

ontology evolution, balance of expressivity and 

scalability, inconsistency detection, compatibility with 

other standards, ease of use and internationalization [23]. 

Bechhofer [3] also presented a collection of ontology 

language requirements. 

Well known ontology languages include: 

- XML, XML Schema [55]: XML provides a set of 

rules for creating vocabularies that can bring 

structure to both documents and data on the Web. 
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XML Schema is a metadata modeling language for 

defining and sharing XML documents.  

- SHOE [29]: SHOE is an HTML-based knowledge 

representation language. SHOE is a superset of 

HTML which adds the tags necessary to embed 

arbitrary semantic data into web pages.  

- RDF [51]: The Resource Description Framework 

(RDF) is a metadata framework that provides a 

degree of semantic interoperability among 

applications that exchange machine-understandable 

metadata on the Web. The goal of RDF is to define a 

mechanism for describing resources that makes 

neither assumptions about a particular application 

domain nor the structure of a document. The data 

model of RDF consists of three types: resource 

(subjects), entities that can be referred to by an 

address at the WWW; properties (predicates), which 

define specific aspects, characteristics, attributes or 

relations used to describe a resource; and statements 

(objects), which assign a value for a property in a 

specific resource [8]. 

- RDF Schema (RDFS) [54]: RDF Schema is 

recognized as an ontology/knowledge representation 

language. It provides a means to define vocabulary, 

structure, constraints by using classes and properties 

(binary relations), range and domain constraints on 

properties, and subclass and sub-property relations. 

However, formal semantics for the primitives defined 

in RDFS are not provided, and the expressive power 

of these primitives is limited to ontology modeling 

and reasoning.  

- DAML and DAML-ONT [24]: The DARPA Agent 

Markup Language (DAML) program was initiated 

with the aim of providing the foundations of a next 

generation “semantic” Web [Hendler 2000]. RDFS 

was seen as a good starting point, and was already a 

proposed W3C standard, but it was not expressive 

enough to meet DAML’s requirements. A new 

language called DAML-ONT was therefore 

developed that extended RDF with language 

constructors from object-oriented and frame-based 

knowledge representation language. Like RDFS, 

DAML-ONT suffered from a rather weak semantic 

specification, and it was soon realized that this could 

lead to disagreements, both amongst humans and 

machines, as to the precise meaning of terms in 

DAML-ONT ontology. 

- OIL [49]: Like DAML-ONT, OIL has RDFS based 

syntax (as well as an alternative XML syntax) and a 

set of language constructors based on frame-based 

languages [13] 14]. The developers of OIL placed a 

stronger emphasis on formal rigor, and the language 

was explicitly designed so that the semantics could 

be specified via a mapping to very expressive 

description logic [25]. OIL provides most of the 

modeling primitives commonly used in frame-based 

and description logic oriented ontologies. It features 

simple, clean and well-defined first-order semantics. 

It provides automated reasoning support, e.g., class 

consistency and subsumption checking [5].  

- DAML+OIL [25] [53]: DAML+OIL is designed to 

describe the structure of a domain. DAML+OIL 

takes an object oriented approach, with the structure 

of the domain being described in terms of classes and 

properties. An ontology consists of a set of axioms 

that assert, e.g., subsumption relationships between 

classes or properties. Asserting that resources are 

instances of DAML+OIL classes is left to RDF. 

From a formal point of view, DAML+OIL can be 

seen to be equivalent to a very expressive description 

logic (DL), with a DAML+OIL ontology 

corresponding to a DL terminology.  

- OWL [52]: OWL (Web Ontology Language) is a 

semantic markup language for publishing and sharing 

ontologies on the Web. OWL is developed as a 

vocabulary extension of RDF and is derived from the 

DAML+OIL Web Ontology Language. OWL builds 

on RDF and RDF Schema and adds more vocabulary 

for describing properties and classes: among others, 

relations between classes (e.g., disjointness), 

cardinality (e.g., exactly one), equality, richer typing 

of proprieties, characteristics of properties (e.g., 

symmetry), and enumerated classes.  

 

4.2 Comparison of Ontology Languages 
 

In comparison of these ontology languages, Gil and 

Ratnakar [17] proposed dimensions for the comparison, 

including context, subclasses and properties, primitive 

data types, instances, property constraints, property 

values, negation, conjunction and disjunction, 

inheritance, definitions, and expressiveness. Based on 

these dimensions, XML, RDF, DAML+OIL along with 

their associated schema were reviewed.  

Corcho and Gomez-Perez [8] established a common 

framework to compare the expressiveness and reasoning 

capabilities of “traditional” ontology languages 

(ontolingua, OKBC [7], OCML [35], FLogic [26], 

LOOM) and “web-based” ontology languages (SHOE, 

XOL [27], RDF, OIL, etc.). The framework distinguishes 

between knowledge representation and inference 

mechanism. Domain knowledge describes the static 

information and knowledge objects in application 

domain. According to Gruber [21], domain knowledge in 

ontologies can be specified using five kinds of 

components: concepts, relations, functions, axioms and 

instances. Concepts in the ontology are usually organized 

in taxonomies. The inference mechanism describes how 

the static structures represented in the domain knowledge 

can be used to carry out a reasoning process [2]. There is 
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a strong relationship between both dimensions, as the 

structures used for representing knowledge are the basis 

for the reasoning process. The criteria consist of inference 

engine, automatic classification, exception, inheritance in 

monotonic, non-monotonic, simple, or multiple, 

executable procedure, constraint checking, and forward 

and backward chaining.  

When developing domain ontologies for an 

application, it is not only necessary to study the 

knowledge representation and reasoning needs for the 

application, but also the knowledge representation and 

reasoning capabilities provided by the language. The 

above framework will help developers make wise 

decisions on the selection of the ontology language to 

use. 

 

5. Ontology Building Methodology and Tools 

5.1 Ontology Building Methodology 
 

Gomez-Perez [19] proposed an ontology building 

methodology which involves design criteria, development 

and integral activities. 

Design Criteria 

Based on the work of Gruber [22] and Borgo [4], 

Gomez-Perez [19] summarized the design criteria and 

principles as follows: 

- Clarity and objectivity: The ontology should provide 

the meaning of defined terms by providing objective 

definitions and also natural language documentation 

of all terms. 

- Completeness: A definition expressed by a necessary 

and sufficient condition is preferred over a partial 

definition. 

- Coherence: It should permit inferences that are 

consistent with the definitions. 

- Maximize monotonic extendibility: New general or 

specialized terms should be included in the ontology 

in such a way as does not require the revision of 

existing definitions. 

- Minimal ontological commitments: Making as few 

claims as possible about the world being modeled. In 

other words, the ontology should specify as little as 

possible about the meaning of its terms, giving the 

parties committed to the ontology freedom to 

specialize and instantiate the ontology as required.  

- Ontological distinction principle: Classes in an 

ontology should be disjoint. This criterion used to 

isolate the core of the properties considered to be 

invariant for an instance of a class is called the 

Identity Criterion.  

Development Activities 

The following tasks describe the practical skills, 

techniques and methods used to develop an ontology 

[19]: 

- Specify: An ontology should not be developed 

without knowing why this ontology is being built and 

what are its intended uses and end-users.  

- Conceptualize: The goal is to build a conceptual 

model that describes the problem and its solution.  

- Formalize: This activity transforms the conceptual 

model into a formal model that is semi-computable. 

Frame-oriented or description logic representation 

systems could be used to formalize the ontology. 

- Implement: To make the ontology computable, 

ontology needs to be codified in a formal language.  

- Maintain: Someone may ask for definitions to be 

included or modified in the ontology at anytime and 

anywhere. Guidelines for maintaining ontologies are 

also needed.  

Integral Activities 

The following activities interact with the above 

development activities are required for the successful 

development of ontologies [19]:  

- Acquire knowledge: Knowledge acquisition is the 

first step for knowledge sharing. An extensive work 

on capturing knowledge was reported by Uschold 

[44]. 

- Integrate: Ontologies are built to be reused. 

Therefore, existing ontologies should be reused as 

much as possible. 

- Evaluate: Before making an ontology available to 

others, make a technical judgment with respect to a 

framework of reference. A framework for evaluating 

ontologies is available in [18]. 

- Document: The absence of a sound documentation is 

also an important obstacle when reusing/sharing 

ontologies. So if an ontology is to be reused/shared 

by others, try to document it as detailed as possible.  

 

5.2 Ontology Building Tools and Environments 
 

Numerous commercial and open source software tools 

are available for building and deploying ontologies. They 

can be used for building a new ontology from scratch or 

reusing existing ontologies. Apart from the common 

editing and browsing functionality, these tools usually 

include ontology documentation, ontology exportation 

and importation from different formats, graphical views 

of the ontologies built, ontology libraries, attached 

inference engines [20]. Increasingly, these tools support 

the emerging standard ontology languages. Many more 

are offering platforms to interchange information among 

mutually heterogeneous resources including legacy 
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databases, semi-structured repositories, industry-standard 

directories and vocabularies, and streams of unstructured 

contents as text and media [9]. Denny’s survey covered 

94 tools with ontology editing capabilities that can be 

used to build ontology schemas (terminologies) and/or 

instance data. These editors may be available as 

standalone, plugin or online software and not necessary in 

production level.  

Well known ontology building tools include: Apollo 

[47], LinkFactory [6], OilEd [2], OntoEdit [42], 

Ontolingua Server [12], OntoSaurus [43], Protégé [37], 

WebODE [1], and WebOnto [10].  A comparison study of 

ontology building tools can be found in [11]. An 

evaluation framework and evaluation results of various 

ontology tools can be found in [20]. 

 

6. Ontology in Collaborative Design 
 

In the area of collaborative design, ontologies are 

usually: (1) to improve communication among humans; 

(2) to improve data exchange among programs; and (3) to 

facilitate knowledge management, particularly knowledge 

sharing. 

Improving communications among humans involves 

standardizing the vocabulary and integrating new 

concepts. The goal is to increase mutual understanding 

among people from different departments, e.g., between 

design department and production department. A typical 

example was reported by Genc et al. [15], who provided a 

hierarchical classification scheme in the domain of snap-

fit assemblies. 

Improving electronic data exchange requires 

compatible representation models. The ontology can be 

used to specify the concepts and vocabulary needed for 

developing exchange software (using frameworks like 

STEP/EXPRESS), or in integrating legacy systems when 

implementing concurrent engineering. When software 

agents are used, ontology is critical in sharing knowledge 

among the agents [38]. 

Ontologies can play an important role in facilitating 

knowledge management/sharing, automated collaborative 

design environments. Ontologies can improve a design 

process by building knowledge base for reuse or guiding 

the design process.  Ontologies have been a very active 

research in the area of collaborative design. There are at 

least 6 papers on this topic presented at CSCWD 2005 

[39] and at least 3 papers at CSCWD 2004 [40]. 

 

7. Conclusions 
 

From the literature review, we can conclude that both 

domain ontologies and task ontologies are required for 

supporting knowledge reuse. However, most researchers 

treat these two types of ontologies separately, resulting 

integration issues later on. We propose a hierarchical 

framework in which task ontologies provide a foundation 

for building domain ontologies. Domain ontologies can be 

tailored to different problem solving methods with 

adapters. The combination of task ontologies and domain 

ontologies can be readily served for building knowledge 

bases. An ontology building tool based on this idea can be 

used by domain experts or engineers for knowledge 

acquisition.  
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